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his month we showcase an outstanding Hamilton home, surely one
that is among the finest House ‘n’ Lifestyle has featured. It’s heavily
influenced by the work of US architect Frank Lloyd Wright, particularly
his seminal design Falling Water, and clearly reflects his tenet that a
house should be at one with its natural surroundings.
In fact, we’ve taken summer’s approach to heart and focused on
the outdoors this issue. We’re offering heaps of tips and bright ideas
for giving yours a facelift. Our Trends section checks out the move
to sustainability in outdoor furniture and furnishings, and what a
stunningly good-looking lot these are.
Renovating your outdoor living areas is the theme in our new
Update column, then Garden Diary outlines tasks to tackle this month
and suggests beautiful new plants for the ornamental garden. Kids’
Bits shows how to introduce children to the fun of gardening – and
the discovery that food isn’t produced in supermarkets!
We’re winding up to the festive season, and we’re entertaining
friends, neighbours and those people we’ve had great intentions of
inviting over all year. Just in time, Rowan Bishop concocts a variety
of delicious finger foods, both savoury and sweet, for serving up
with drinks.
Okay. So we’re up off the couch, rolling up the sleeves, dusting
off the tools ready to hit the outdoor living spaces, have `em looking
like the Mucking In team’s paid a visit. Just in time to dish up those
pre-Christmas treats.
How about you?
hl
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rethink your carpet

Ecostrand is the fabulous break through fibre taking
the world by storm. Derived from renewably sourced
polymer, Ecostrand offers a combination of comfort,
durability and best of all – permanently stain resistant
carpet. You must come in store to see it for yourself.

For every $500 spend at Carpet Court you’ll go in the draw to WIN
great prizes! Visit www.carpetcourt.co.nz for terms and conditions.

!

2099187AA

Y WON
ALREAD

*Only available at participating stockists. Selected carpet ranges only. Free installation excludes carpet uplifting, smooth edge and furniture shifting. Installation is limited to standard
stairs and excludes bullnose or custom work. Credit and lending criteria apply, minimum purchase $500, $35 establishment fee and $25 annual account fee apply. The prevailing interest
rate will apply to any balance on the expiry of the interest free start up period. GE credit line is provided by GE Finance and Insurance. Offer available until 31st December 2009.

Cnr Clarence & Tristram Sts, Hamilton
Ph: 839 9005
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These pages:
This house was inspired by the influential US architect
Frank Lloyd Wright. Its owners have remained true to his
guiding design principles of placing a home’s occupants
close to the natural elements in the landscape that
surrounds it – earth, water, plants and sky.

…when quality counts

kingwood furniture proud suppliers of
the wooden fittings in this outstanding home
� Design solutions
for your home
and office.
� Furniture
individually
crafted for you.
� Timber
machining of
mouldings,
flooring and
componentry.

NEW HOMES • ADDITIONS • ALTERATIONS • SMALL JOBS

If it’s timber
we can do it.

Ph 07 850 9317 or free phone 0800 454 649 | 745 Te Rapa Road, Hamilton
(Down the driveway between New World and Autozone)
Email: enquiries@kingwoodfurniture.co.nz | www.kingwoodfurniture.co.nz

23 Bollard Rd
RD3 Tamahere Hamilton
2208064AA

2223133AA

kingwood furniture

PORRITT
BUILDERS LTD

AHrs Ph/Fax 07 856 99 29
Email: mjporritt@xtra.co.nz

Building Contractors
Michael: 0274 809 630
Russell: 021 809 630
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… a meld of dwelling and garden that’s
innovative, subtle and clever
A

home should be more than just somewhere to live; it should
be built as a special place, says Albert van Oostrom.
“You don’t want to compromise. Bring everything you want
into it, to get what you want – within your budget.”
And, lavishing attention to every detail, Albert and his wife
Monica have achieved just that in their new home, which was
inspired by influential US architect Frank Lloyd Wright (18671959).
Wright advocated placing the occupants close to the natural
elements in the landscape surrounding their home – earth,
plantings, water and sky. He brought the outdoors indoors
by incorporating open spaces, the use of glass, the use of
organic materials and bridging the gap to the outdoors with
cantilevered balconies and terraces.
To get a first-hand feel for his work the van Oostroms made
several trips to the US to visit houses he designed, including
perhaps his best known – Fallingwater. Then, with the help of
an architect who shares their passion for Wright’s work, they
translated those essential components into their own home,
producing a meld of dwelling and garden that’s innovative,
subtle and clever.
On the house’s exterior, organic materials include concrete
block – “the poor man’s stone”, says Monica – and bandsawn
cedar. The cedar has been factory-coated in a dark stain to
ensure the grain of the wood, its natural appearance, is not
obliterated.
Indoors, cedar gives way to the warm rich tones of kwila. It’s
used extensively in the likes of bench and table tops, shelving
and trims, particularly on the ceiling decks, another striking
Wright innovation.
An adjunct to the walls, they appear to float suspended
under the soaring ceilings, creating the illusion of lowering
them down to just above human height. They also serve to alter
the sense of space, seamlessly defining areas that flow one into
the other within large open spaces.
In the lounge these same principles are reflected in kwila
shelving, which serves to layer the lines down to eye level when
seated.
Throughout the house Wright’s “compression and release”
techniques are used to interesting effect, and they start at the
front entrance. Lower ceilings here work in direct contrast to
those large, grandiose ones seen in many new homes today.
There, all is immediately on show; here, a little is discovered at
a time – an enticing glimpse when the house is entered, then
the full impact is gained on entering the living areas where the
wider view through to the outdoor landscaping unfolds.
“You want not to see everything at once, it should reveal

THE PLANT PLACE
The Plant Place is happy to have supplied
many of the native plants used by the Van
Oostrom’s in this fabulous garden.

2214614AA

• Native plant suppliers
• Big range of flaxes and hebes
• Probably the lowest prices in Hamilton,
come see for yourself. Vegetable seedlings and potted
colour $1.50 per punnet or 4 punnets for $5.00.

The Plant Place has leased and is now trading at
the ex Fresca/Greens site on the corner of Alison
St and Kahikatea Drive so more of you can enjoy
our good old fashioned value!

Now in two locations

310 Kahikatea Drive extension and 78 Alison Street
(formerly Fresca Garden Centre)

• decorative & ornamental pond liners
• efﬂuent pond liners
• irrigation pond liners
• sub soil drainage modules
• modular storm-water inﬁltration/storage tanks
Aspect Environmental Lining Ltd is proud to
have been involved with this project.
PO Box 15623, Dinsdale, Hamilton 3243
Ph 07 847 0835 Fax 07 847 0836
w w w. a s p e c t l i n i n g . c o . n z
2205983AA
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itself gradually and over the years. Otherwise you see it all at
once and you become bored with it,” Albert says.
Strong cantilevered elements outdoors – decks and pergolas
– reflect the ceiling decks inside. They work to draw the eye
out into the landscape and pull it back in again, all the while
removing any sense of enclosure in boxes.
And a cantilevered roof in the dining area creates the
impression of the room floating out over the garden, particularly
at night when lighting helps blur the edges of indoors and
out.
The concrete block is exposed inside, not hidden. It’s
displayed in architectural features, like the pillars, or piers, that
run down the north wing of the house. The distance between
each pier is decreased as they march from the dining room
down the passageway to the master bedroom, creating an
illusion of perspective and imposing a sense of order in an
open space.
The pier theme is used again alongside the concrete-block
entertainment wall in the lounge. Here, it denotes the end
of this room and the entrance to the east guest wing. But it
also creates symmetry: “Most key elements in the house are
repeated,” Monica says.
As it is in the master bedroom and a guest bedroom. They
are sited in different wings, and, in each case, the block is
exposed on their back walls to mark the end of the house. It also
acts to frame the beds and is used again to define the entrance
to the master bedroom’s ensuite.
Glass is another integral part of the Wright/van Oostrom
house. But rather than running in massive stretches, it’s broken
into panes and mullions that mirror architectural lines, and
create light plays and shadows on walls – like artworks.
In many of the windows, the glass butts where it and the
walls meet at corners of the house, the framework of the house
reinforced to eliminate the need for supporting joinery at that
point. This technique makes the walls “disappear”, opening up
the outdoor areas and drawing the eye out to the garden.
Clerestory windows, those set above the main ones, make
the most of the extended ceiling height to admit more light
and increase the sense of space. And through them another
picture is revealed – the tops of trees, the sky and, after dark,
the night sky.
The only room with any real feeling of enclosure is,
appropriately, the library. Its walls are painted a deep red
and the ceiling is lowered, but it does open to the adjoining

Colour is used to define areas too
These pages clockwise from left:
Block piers unite architectural elements and elongate
views by carrying the eye from the dining room, through
the living room to the back of the house. Lighting appears
to float over the dining table, reflecting the lines of the
ceiling deck above. Glass is an integral part of the home
and broken into panes to mirror architectural lines.

Timber island bench top
proudly made by

REGAL
JOINERY

Kings
Woodworking
Company

Aluminium Joinery
Commercial and Residential

102 Kent Street, Hamilton
Phone: 847 9882 Fax: 847 4035
Email: regal.joinery@xtra.co.nz
2211836AA

To find out more about advertising in
House ‘n’ Lifestyle contact:

“four generations of excellence”

Kings Woodworking Company
Broadway Carterton
P 06 379 8812
W www.generation-4.co.nz

2216164AA

Pleased to be associated with
Porritt Builders
and Albert and Monique Van Oostrom

Toni Mills
07 849 9547
027 2708 307
toni.mills@waikatotimes.co.nz
2003620AA
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Organon Architecture:
Proud to have designed the
van Oostroms’ house.

G.A HUGHES
& ASSOCIATES
(2005) LTD
Civil & Structural Engineers

with the latest in LED tile lights

We offer a prompt and professional service for:

• Residential • Commercial
• Industrial • Subdivision

If you’re looking to get ‘a flower
instead of a weed’ out of the system
then you should give me a call:
Peter Cresswell at Organon Architecture.

LED light inserts between tile joins
add a special touch to your home
We have built a reputation for exceptionally high service to
the private and commercial sectors for over 30 years.

Phone Michael Adam

LTD

P 07 855 9200 M 027 524 9399

Ph: (07) 856 9097 • Mob: 0274 317 132
• Fax (07) 856 2722
2217306AA

perts

2216121AA

Tiling

2208041AA

• NZQA Qualifed Tiler • Certiﬁed Waterproof Applicator
• BCITO approved Tiling Mentor

• Soil Investigation
• Retaining Walls
• Waste Water/Storm Water Investigation
• Foundation Design/Structural Design
• Beams/Lintels/Portals and more

Cnr Graham & Newall Sts, PO Box 4306 Hamilton East
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passageway. Here, kwila shelving stretching around the room
maintains the sense of intimacy without shutting the room off.
Colour is used to define areas too. In the north wing, the
same deep red as that in the library starts on the end wall in
the living room and leads down the hallway into the master
bedroom, then into the ensuite bathroom. In this case colour
accentuates a column structure formed by four walls enclosing
the master wardrobe.
In the east wing a sunny yellow in the hallway and continuing
into the guest bedrooms separates them from the adjoining
lounge.
Flooring is also used to control space. Carpet squares in
seating and sleep areas define zones, and the surrounding
slate-look ceramic tiles flow from inside to outdoor patios. Their
dark colour helps absorb and hold the sun’s heat in the concrete
mass beneath, which is supplemented by thermostaticallycontrolled underfloor heating.
The house takes on a magical appearance at night, Monica
and Albert say, thanks to strategically placed indirect lighting.
Downlights wash the length of the concrete-block piers and
uplighting on ceiling decks reflects off the ceiling.
And in the garden 120 low-wattage outdoor lights emphasise
planting and water, adding structure, shape and sculptural
effects.
Accessories are simply confined to the organic indoors –
plants that soften the look and meld the indoors back into
the landscape outside. “House and landscape work so closely
together that neither is complete without the other,” Monica
says.
The decks and patios are the transition steps, Albert says.
Like the deep stepping stones that lead through the pools that
surround the house and out into the landscaping.
Water flows from a pond in a private courtyard off the master
bedroom, into a larger pond outside the living room. The water
is then piped under the house into the water feature on the
north side, giving the impression of the house being built over
a stream. A pump continually recirculates the water.
Their natural setting has been enhanced by building up the
ground into mounds and valleys and knolls dotted with rocks.
And the van Oostroms have carefully chosen native planting
to complement, offset by stately palms, including nikau and an
enormous Phoenix palm at the front of the house.
The time and effort Monica and Albert have put into their
home, the poring over fine details is now paying dividends.
They have created a perfect fit for them and their lifestyle. Heart
and soul.

House and landscape work so closely together th
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These pages clockwise from top left:
The garden becomes a magical place at night. Indoor plants help
meld interiors into the landscape outside. Deep red walls and
a lowered ceiling create a sense of intimacy in the library. The
master bedroom. Symmetry and pleasing cohesion in the lounge.

2193902AA

Tahi by Methven. The world’s first luxury
shower system that uses Methven’s award
winning Satinjet technology. Satinjet
delivers a stunning 3,000 droplets
of water per second to bring you an
unmatched luxury shower experience in
your own home. Tahi also features an
ingenious footrest that makes it simple
to shave your legs in the shower. All in
all, it’s the future of showering and it’s
available now at Zip Plumbing Plus.
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her that neither is complete without the other

and

handles brass
architectural hardware specialists
• handles & knobs
• window ﬁttings
• locks & latches
• entrance door hardware
• bifold & french door ﬁttings
• kitchen & furniture handles
– and much more

2193952AA

For new homes, additions, renovations & refurbishments
visit our spacious showroom and make your selection.
If building, bring your plans for a competitive quotation.

12 Somerset Street, Hamilton

�

07 846 1235

